
Student 4: High Achieved 
 

PRODUCT 
 
The product I have chosen is Cadbury Moro. Moro is a chocolate bar that consists of a nougat biscuit 
and caramel filling with a chocolate covering. Moro is available in a 60g bar, 85g twin pack and 12 
piece 210 share pack.  
 
The function of the Moro bar is to provide a delicious chocolate treat for consumers. 
 
The unique selling point of Moro is that it has a layer of caramel filling which no other nougat 
chocolate bar has.  
 
The packaging of the New Zealand Moro bar has a black wrapper with Moro written in yellow. The 
slogan “get more go” appears on the wrapping. On the back of the packaging is a list of ingredients, 
nutritional information and contact information. 
 
I put Moro on the maturity stage of the product life cycle because most people know about Moro so 
less promotion happens these days for Moro. There is also lots of competition in the chocolate bars 
market such as Mars and Milky Way.  
 
A competitor for Moro is the Mars bar which is made by Mars International. This is a close 
competitor because it is also a nougat bar covered in chocolate, however it doesn’t have a layer of 
caramel. 
 
PRICE 
 
The usual supermarket price of Moro is $1.20 for the 60g bar. It is currently on special (“price drop”) 
for $1.00. The prices on the chart came from the Countdown Online website today. 
 

Moro sets its price at a level that close 
competitors sell their same size bars for. 
This is called competitive pricing.  Moro 
is actually 80 cents cheaper (regular 
price) than the two rivals. It is priced 
very competitively because not only is it 
much cheaper than Mars and Milky Way 
but it is also more filling and satisfying 
because of the extra layer of caramel. 
 
PLACE 

 
Moro bars are sold at dairies, supermarkets, garages 
and convenience stores.   
 
Moro uses the traditional channel of distribution which 
is shown as 1 on the diagram. Because of high 
consumer demand for Moro bars it is practical for 
retailers to buy in bulk from wholesalers.  
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Cadbury’s main competitors, such as Nestle, follow a very similar process as Moro as they also sell 
high quantities of their bars. A small chocolate manufacturer like Devonport Chocolates sells directly 
to the consumers as they are only a small supplier with one production location. 
 
PROMOTION 
 
The target market for Moro is: 
• People involved in physical activities and sport who want to get an energy boost from eating a 

high energy chocolate bar. 
• Chocolate lovers 
• Men between 18 and 24 
 
One of the main promotional strategies used by Moro is sales promotions. These occur at the point 
of sale, for example, two bars for $2 at a supermarket. These specials are advertised in supermarket 
mailers and in-store posters. 
 
To reinforce the slogan “get more go”, Moro is linked with physical activities. For example, Moro 
bars are often given away at events such as marathons. This form of promotion is good publicity for 
Moro. 
 
You Tube clips and several commercials feature adventure clips of young men involved in adventure 
sports. This strongly appeals to the male section of the target market. Sometimes these clips are 
shared on Facebook which exposes Moro to an even bigger audience.  
 
A modern promotion method is the ‘Moro chocolate lover’ Facebook page. 
 


